mentions that the Bookamatic charging system can supply overdue notices mechanically 1 , the Study does not describe in detail a system which dispenses with writing overdues aside from those systems producing photographic or other image reproductions.
However, descriptions of systems, including Bookamatic, that make writing notices unnecessary have appeared in the literature. In 1955 the Annual Report of the Yale Medical Library gave a brief account of a system installed in December 1954 2 . The new charge card was a triplicate marginal punched form with one-time carbons inserted. In the same year, Helen T. Figure 1 shows the top or first slip of the form that constitutes the charge. The second slip is a second overdue notice, and Figure 2 is the third part of the form which serves as the first overdue notice. The first two slips are paper, but the third qualifies as post card stock. Dimensions are 614 by 31/2 inches. The Harvard Medical Library has adapted this form so that the first part is the first overdue notice, the second part is the second notice, while the third, on card stock, is the charge record, remaining in the file until the borrower has returned the volume. Also, the Harvard form is smaller, measuring 3]/4 by 5 inches.
When a borrower fills out one of the Yale charge slips, he automatically makes out a first and second overdue notice. 
FIGURE I
Before filing the charge form, the circulation desk attendant notches the hole corresponding to the date on which the volume will be due. If the borrower does not return the volume on or before the date due, the form drops out when the attendant sorts the file. She then removes the post card on the back of the form, mails it to the borrower, renotches the form to drop out one week later if the borrower does not return the book, and refiles it. The second overdue notice goes out in a window envelope, and the third is a form statement on a card. Except to say that the forms are filed by author or by journal title and that there are no fines, details of the routines followed in a marginal punched card charging system are not given here, for Helen T. Geer has described them extensively. 6 As pointed out in 1955, these Yale charge forms are wide, thick, and expensive. Their size makes them impractical for a library with a big circulation record file, but Harvard has shown a smaller version to be effective. In recent years the Yale Medical Library has been lending nearly thirty thousand volumes annually, and the charge file has not exceeded four tub trays with outside dimensions of 67/% by 15i/2 inches. The forms cost $16.54 per one thousand in an order of fifty thousand whereas 3 X 5 paper charge slips used prior to December 1954 would now cost $2.14 per one thousand in considerably larger orders. Since the new forms are used at the rate of 37,500 per year, the increase in cost over a system using plain, untabbed charge slips is $540.
During January through June 1961, the library charged out 15,605 volumes for one and two weeks. Overdue notices approximately corresponding to these loans were those sent in February through July 1960, when 3,592 first overdues and 1,631 second notices went out. The number of first overdue notices as proportion of total circulation is 23 per cent. This percentage is far higher than the mode of 2.9 per cent and high of "14.9-15.6" per cent which George Fry & Associates found in thirty-two college and university libraries. 7 This charging system provides two principal benefits over the former, plain charge card record which called for so much staff time in hand sorting and in writing overdues that notices could be sent out only during academic recesses. First, for $540 a year, a date-due record and over 10,000 filled-out overdue no-
tices that actually go into the mail are obtained. The second benefit is increased availability of books and periodicals, for in the first six months of 1955 (following the installation of the original system in December 1954) the recorded circulation increased 18 per cent, excluding renewals, over the first six months of the previous year, despite the fact that in each Readers' Services ...
(1Continued from page 401)
not particularly novel, bear repetition) a point of view regarding reference service is implicit which has been expressed before but acceptance of which is not always implicit in library plans. Reference service should be pervasive. Library activities can scarcely survive inadequate acquisition, catalog, and circulation service; but they can-and do-survive inadequate reference service. Why is reference service so often inadequate? Because for thing, it is, unlike Mount Everest, so often simply not there. In too many libraries, reference service is available in the sense that it is on call (if you know how to call it) but is not present at various points, e.g., front doors, catalogs, stack entrances, where it is month of the last six of 1954, circulation had been lower than the corresponding month of 1953. During the six months following the installation, there was no other variation to affect the amount of circulation such as more borrowers or new educational or research programs. Here, then, is a nearly one-fifth increase in service achieved at relatively low cost.
needed. One solution is to station nonprofessional help at such points and to train it to call on professional help when uncertain how to answer inquiries: surely a rather roundabout approachand hardly foolproof, as so often it is just the thing one is least correct about that he is most certain about. A second solution is to hire more professional librarians, but this may result in a waste of professional skill (as one sits and waits for people to wait on); and, in any case, who has that much money? Still another solution is the one offered in this paper: to plan buildings so as to make arrangements of rooms, services, and collections easy to apprehend and so as to enable reference service, however small the reference staffs, to be as nearly as possible ubiquitous.
